Collaboration and Sharing in Education
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Celebrating all that is good about Shared Education
What is happening in 2020 2021 ?
There is no doubt that the end of 2019
and the beginning of 2020 has been a
particularly challenging time for all in
education. It is worth noting that schools
continue to share, plan and challenge
each other to collaborate in even more
and innovative ways.
CASE will ensure that their will and
determination, to move our schools
forward together, continues to receive
the support due to it.

Further
TPL Module Details
available from our
Website
www.sharededucation.org.uk /
www.sharededucation.ie

Available in 2020/ 2021
1.
Schools continue to receive support for planning
and structuring the shared plans they wish to
pursue.
2.
They have access to a myriad of TPL opportunities
(see below) and these have been adapted to suit
the new and challenging online landscape of
webinars and Zoom calls.
3.
They also continue to have access to Stage 2
funding that allows them to put in place training
for staff in all the schools involved in their
partnership. This year we have had applications
linked with STEM, Blended learning, Wellbeing,
Activity Based Learning.

Teacher Professional Learning Modules
This year we have adapted the TPL modules to take into account the changes schools have been adapting to
and full details are available to the CASE website — www.sharededucation.org.uk

Feedback from the Wellbeing webinars

TPL Modules include:
Blended Learning
GSuite Training
Office365
Mental Wealth

The well-being webinars are
great and very useful, both on a
professional and personal level
given the times we are living
through - Convoy Joint NS

Thank you for organising the Webinar.
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed it and look
forward to next week’s instalment and it
boosted everyone’s spirits…it’s been a
long September.
Scoil Eoin Pol
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Everyone found the
webinar beneficial and
hopefully we’ll all have taken
something from it. Wellbeing
is certainly more important
than ever in our schools Gleneely School

Over 170 participants
attended each session of the
recent wellbeing webinars
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Follow us on Twitter :
@CASEshared
Over 600 Followers

Professor Tony
Gallagher
(QUB),
“...at its heart, shared
education is based on
a simple idea. If you
start to think of
schools as an
interdependent
network.”

What could activity look like in 2020/ 2021 ?
1. Shared Topics
 Shared activities jointly planned and delivered by partnership staff in
their own school
 Opportunity for pupils to interact and share their learning.
 These lessons may be tasks to be completed during home learning
activities and projects supported by parents.
 This will support the recovery of learning for all pupils.
2. Meet-ups
 Virtual meet ups through video conferencing software
 Small groups or full classes.
 Physical meet ups in outdoor learning environments/large indoor
settings…where social distancing is easier to manage
3. Online Learning
 Online Learning activities where pupils are working collaboratively on
shared topics/projects in VLE’s but not necessarily using video
conferencing.

Shared Education in action
Donaghadee Primary School
& Killard House School
Governor, “This year’s project couldn’t have come at a better time. While most
children eventually will hopefully return to their typical functioning when they receive consistent support from sensitive and responsive caregivers, others are at
risk of developing significant mental health problems, including trauma-related
stress, anxiety, and depression. The lessons they covered and strategies taught
might make all the difference in some child’s life.”
Please note all photos below were taken before March 2020
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